Interfacial properties of amphipathic β strand consensus peptides of apolipoprotein B at oil/water interfaces
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Abstract The region between residues 968 and 1882 of apolipoprotein B (apoB-21 to apoB-41) is rich in amphipathic β strands (AβSs) and promotes the assembly of primordial triacylglyceride (TAG)-rich lipoproteins. To understand the importance of AβS in recruiting TAG, the interfacial properties of two AβS consensus peptides, P12 and P27, were studied at dodecane/water (DD/W) and triolein/water (TO/W) interfaces. P12 (acetyl-LSLSLNADLRK-amide) and P27 (acetyl-LSLSLNADLRKNGLSLSLNADLRK-amide), when added into the aqueous phase surrounding a suspended oil drop (dodecane or triolein), decreased the interfacial tension (γ) in a concentration-dependent manner. At the DD/W interface, 1 × 10⁻⁵ M P12 decreased γ to ~20 mN/m and 6.6 × 10⁻⁶ M P27 decreased γ to ~13 mN/m. At the TO/W interface, 1.5 × 10⁻⁵ M P12 decreased γ to ~14 mN/m and 9.0 × 10⁻⁶ M P27 decreased γ to ~12 mN/m. The surface area of both peptides was between 11.2 and 15.1 Å² per residue, consistent with β sheets lying flat on DD/W and TO/W interfaces. P12 and P27 are almost purely elastic on DD/W, TO/W, and air/water interfaces. When P12 and P27 were compressed beyond the equilibrium γ to as low as 4 mN/m, they could not be readily desorbed from either interface. These properties probably help in assembling nascent TAG-rich lipoproteins, and AβS may anchor apoB to β lipoproteins. —Wang, L., and D. M. Small. Interfacial properties of amphipathic β strand consensus peptides of apolipoprotein B at oil/water interfaces. J. Lipid Res. 2004. 45: 1704–1715.
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Apolipoprotein B (apoB) plays an obligate part in the process of the assembly and secretion of nascent VLDLs from the liver and of nascent chylomicrons from intestinal epithelial cells. It participates in the assembly of lipids, including phosphatidylcholine (PC), triacylglycerol (TAG), and probably cholesteryl esters and free cholesterol, into a nascent particle that is then secreted into the extracellular space and ultimately enters the blood. Once in blood plasma, nascent VLDLs are acted on by lipoprotein lipase (1) and converted to intermediate density lipoproteins, which are partly taken up by the liver and partly further converted by hepatic lipase into LDLs (2) after most of the TAG is removed. LDL then circulates in the plasma to be taken up by various organs that require it for the formation of hormones, bile acids, and new cellular membranous components. Excessive LDL accelerates the formation of atherosclerosis and its sequelae. Dietary fat enters the circulation through the formation and secretion of chylomicrons in the intestine. In the capillaries of adipose tissue and muscle, chylomicrons are acted on by lipoprotein lipase, which hydrolyzes much of their TAG and rapidly converts them to chylomicron core remnants. These remnants, enriched in apoE, are taken up rapidly by the liver and their contents recycled into the hepatic pool of lipids. During secretion and after the nascent particles enter the plasma, different soluble, exchangeable apolipoproteins bind to the surfaces and act as cofactors for a number of enzymes, including lipoprotein lipase, hepatic lipase, and LCAT. These small apolipoproteins are able to exchange off of chylomicrons and VLDL as the lipoprotein changes its size, composition, and surface pressure during lipolysis (1). However, apoB-100 and apoB-48 remain bound to the core part of the original nascent particle, which ends up as either chylomicron core remnants or LDLs and does not exchange between particles. In a recent review, Segrest and coworkers (3) suggested that apoB is not exchangeable because tightly bound regions of amphipathic β sheet prevent it coming off of VLDL during metabolism. This paper looks at a consensus sequence derived from the first β sheet region of apoB between apoB-21 and apoB-41 and its interaction with hydrocar-
and triolein surfaces and finds that it can be compressed to high pressures and is very difficult to force off the interface once it is bound.

In the past, several groups using C-terminal truncations of apoB have shown that the buoyant density of nascent lipoprotein secreted from cell cultures decreases as the N-terminal length of apoB is increased (3–6). Carraway et al. (7), using C-127 cells transfected with apoB of different length N-terminal regions and careful lipid, density, and cryoEM analysis, showed that significant TAG recruitment started between apoB-29 and apoB-32. These cells make no other apolipoproteins (8, 9) and were reported to have no detectable microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) activity (10). Recently, a very small amount of MTP mRNA and protein was found in C-127 cells, but far less than in hepatic cell lines (11). Carraway et al. (7) found in C-127 cells that ~70 molecules of surface lipids (mainly phospholipids) are recruited to apoB-29 (the N-terminal 29% of apoB), but very little TAG (~6 molecules) is secreted in apoB-29 lipoproteins. However, as the N-terminal region lengthens, more TAG is recruited. Between apoB-32 and apoB-41 there is a linear increase in the total number of TAG molecules, from ~15 in apoB-32 to almost 200 in apoB-41. Cryoelectron microscopy images of apoB-37 and apoB-41 particles show quasi-spherical particles with an electron-lucent center consistent with a neutral lipid core (7). Thus, it appears that the amphipathic β strands (AβSs) between apoB-32 and apoB-41 are responsible for most of the recruitment of TAG in MTP-poor C-127 cells. However, in COS cells transfected with high levels of MTP and truncated apoB, Shelness et al. (12) showed that phospholipid and TAG recruitment appears to begin at approximately apoB-19.5 to apoB-20.1, with increasing amounts of lipid being added as the sequence lengthens. Thus, β sheet regions throughout the apoB-20 to apoB-41 region are important for lipid recruitment, which may start at approximately apoB-20 if high MTP is expressed (12) but later in the sequence if MTP is relatively deficient (7).

Computer modeling along the amino acid sequence of apoB-100 has identified five regions: 1) an α/β mixed region between the N-termini of apoB and apoB-20; 2) a β sheet-rich region between apoB-20 and apoB-42; 3) an α helix-rich region between apoB-42 and apoB-55; 4) a second β sheet-rich region (apoB-55 to apoB-90); and 5) an α helix-rich C-terminal region (3, 13, 14). The N-terminal domain up to apoB-20.5 contains α helices and amphipathic β sheets and is essential for the secretion of apoB (3, 15–17). It has high homology to MTP and lipovitellins (18–20). The X-ray crystal structure of lamprey lipovitellin (21) suggests that this homologous region of apoB could form part of a “lipid pocket” domain (18, 19), but homology to apoB stops at apoB-20.5 (18), and MTP-poor C-127 cells secreting apoB-17 (18) and apoB-20.5 (M. Carraway and H. Herscovitz, personal communication) are secreted with only a very small amount of surface lipids. Small and Atkinson (22) predicted that the region between apoB-21 and apoB-41 contained at least 41 AβSs of 11 amino acids or longer. They suggested that AβSs should have a strong lipid binding capacity and that their direct binding to TAG was energetically favored (22). Indeed, this β sheet region of apoB was shown to be involved in lipid binding to form VLDL-like particles (23) in hybrid apoB constructs (24) in chimeras between apoA-I and apoB (23) and directly to TAG (7).

Using a multialgorithmic approach to predict amphipathic secondary structure (13, 25, 26), we found that greater than 60% of the amino acids in the domain apoB-21 to apoB-41 were in amphipathic β sheets (22). These predictions are consistent with the recent model of LDL presented by Segrest et al. (3). Between apoB-20.5 and apoB-41, at least two significant putative amphipathic helical regions were identified, one at apoB-21 and the second cluster of three amphipathic α helices centered at apoB-26.7. Probably both α and β domains in the region between apoB-21 and apoB-29 are responsible for surface lipid recruitment to nascent apoB-29 particles in MTP-poor C-127 cells (7), but they might be responsible for binding PC and TAG in high MTP-expressing COS cells (12).

To specifically define the amphipathic β sheet regions between apoB-32 and apoB-41, which recruit TAG in C-127 cells, we used the same criteria we used previously to define β strands in apoB-21 to apoB-41 (13, 22, 25, 26). A minimum window of plus or minus five amino acids was slid along the sequence to identify AβSs of 11 residues or longer (13). The cutoff at 11 amino acids was used because it represents a strand of adequate length to span across a membrane and also fit within the estimated width of apoB of 40–60 Å on LDL (27). The criteria to identify the AβSs were as follows: 1) it must have a strongly hydrophobic face; 2) only one strongly polar amino acid (N, Q, or H) and no charged residues (D, E, K, or R) were allowed in the hydrophobic face; and 3) only one hydrophobic amino acid was allowed in the hydrophilic face. Using these criteria, 41 AβSs of 11–15 residues were identified between amino acids 968 and 1,882 (apoB-21 to apoB-41). Between residues 1,456 and 1,882 (apoB-32 to apoB-41), 24 AβSs were identified. These putative β strands account for 267 of the 425 residues (63%) between apoB-32 and apoB-41. These strands are aligned and shown in Fig. 1. Several shorter strands have also been predicted in this region by Nolte (13) and Segrest et al. (3) but are not included in this figure or in the calculations of the consensus sequence. The average change in free energy on transferring each residue from water to oil (ΔG_W→O) using a standard Goldman-Englamer-Steitz (GES) scale (28, 29) was averaged for each amino acid column (1–12) and tabulated at bottom. Every other column shows a strong negative ΔG_W→O, indicating the hydrophilic nature of the residues (columns with odd numbers). The even-numbered columns are hydrophobic, with an unfavorable (+)ΔG_W→O. Thus, the putative β strands are highly amphipathic with a hydrophobic face, having an average ΔG_W→O of ~2.03 kcal/mol residue, and the opposing face is quite hydrophilic (ΔG = 4.18 kcal/mol residue).

From the aligned sequence in Fig. 1, we estimated a 12 amino acid consensus sequence. Several equally likely
12 amino acid strands were found, including LSL(S/K)l(N/K)A(D/N)LRLK. One of the most likely peptides, LSLSLLNADLRLK, called P12, was chosen as the consensus AβS for study. P12 is also one of the six possible consensus sequences derived from the first region of apoB (apoB-21 to apoB-41). To create a possible amphipathic sheet, two P12 peptides were linked together in sequence by a short consensus turn, NGN. This peptide, acetyl-LSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADLRLK-amide, is called P27.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Materials**

The two peptides, P12 (acetyl-LSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADLRLK-amide) and P27 (acetyl-LSLSLNADLRLKNGNLSLSLNADLRLK-amide), which contain two consensus sequences (LSLSLNADLRLK) of AβS of apoB linked by the β turn NGN, were synthesized by Dr. Robert Carraway at the Peptide Core Facility, University of Massachusetts Medical School (Worcester, MA). Both of the peptides are >95% pure. Dodecane was purchased from EM Science (Gibbstown, NJ). Triolein was from Nu Check Prep (Elysian, MN). 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (99.8%) (HFIP) was from Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc. (Milwaukee, WI). Ultra-filtered pure water was obtained from Hydro Picosystem (Research Triangle Park, NC) and was used throughout this study. All other reagents were of analytical grade. Stock solutions of both peptides were prepared in HFIP. To do interfacial tension measurements, varied amounts of peptide stocks were added into the aqueous phase surrounding a suspended oil drop (dodecane or triolein) to gain varied peptide concentrations. The maximum ratio of HFIP to water was 1:600. HFIP at this concentration has no effect on the interfacial tension of dodecane or triolein. P12 was studied over a concentration range of 2.9 x 10^{-7} to 1.5 x 10^{-5} M, and P27 was studied from 2.2 x 10^{-7} to 9 x 10^{-6} M. Both peptides were soluble in the aqueous solution at levels several times greater than the maximum concentrations used in the interfacial studies. Circular dichroic spectra of both peptides show a major peak at 215 nm, consistent with β sheet/strand secondary conformation. The nor-
normalized spectra were not significantly changed by wide changes in concentration (P12, 6.6–27 μg/ml; P27, 3.7–59 μg/ml).

**Interfacial tension measurement**

The interfacial tension of dodecane/water (DD/W) and triolein/water (TO/W) interfaces in the presence of different amounts of P12 or P27 was measured with an I. T. Concept (Longessaigne, France) Tracker oil-drop tensiometer (30) using methods described previously (31). Triolein or dodecane drops (~8 or 10 μl) were formed in gently stirred pure water (6.0 ml) containing a given amount of peptide. Similar studies using a 4 μl air bubble were also carried out. The interfacial tension was then recorded continuously until it approached an equilibrium value. All experiments were carried out at 25 ± 0.1°C in a thermostated system.

**Estimation of the surface area per molecule of peptide**

From the interfacial tension measurement, the equilibrium interfacial tension (γ) was obtained for each concentration (c) of peptide in the aqueous phase. A plot of γ versus the natural log (ln) c was fitted to a straight line, and the slope of the fitted line dγ/ln c was obtained. According to the Gibbs equation for the surface (32), the surface concentration (Γ) of an adsorbed molecule, Γ (mol/cm²) = −(1/RT)(dγ/ln c)₁₁, was estimated. The surface area per molecule of peptide, S (Å²/molecule) = 1/(Γ × N), where N = Avogadro’s number, was obtained for different interfaces.

**Compression and expansion of the interfaces**

Once the interfacial tension curve approached equilibrium, the oil drop was compressed by rapidly decreasing the volume by ~12% or 25%. The sudden decrease in volume instantaneously decreases the drop surface area and results in a sudden compression, causing the tension (γ) to decrease abruptly. This system was held at this reduced volume for 3–10 min and γ was recorded continuously. If molecules readily desorb from the surface, γ increases back toward the equilibrium value. This is called the desorption curve. If γ does not change, then no net desorption or adsorption occurs. We attempted to estimate the maximum pressure (ΠMAX) that the peptide could withstand without being ejected from the surface by plotting the Π immediately after compression against the change in pressure occurring in the next 3–10 min as described previously (31). However, on both DD/W and TO/W interfaces there was no change, indicating that the peptide concentration at the surface remained unchanged and no peptide was desorbed in the 3–10 min time frame. Only at the air/water (A/W) interface could a ΠMAX be estimated for P27 (see Results). To expand the surface, the volume of the oil droplet was rapidly increased by ~25% or 12%, which suddenly increases the area and as a result γ abruptly increases. If molecules adsorb from the bulk phase to adhere to the newly formed extra surface, then γ will decrease back toward equilibrium. This is called the adsorption curve.

**Elasticity of the surface at the equilibrium surface tension**

After the tension curve has reached an equilibrium value, oscillations were made at different amplitudes and periods (i.e., frequencies). The standard protocol for oscillations was carried out using an 8 or 10 μl droplet of dodecane or triolein in water with various added amounts of P12 or P27. The γ was allowed to reach near equilibrium values (Fig. 2), and then the drops were oscillated at different periods ranging from 8 to 128 s (0.125–0.008 Hz) at amplitudes of approximately ±10%, ±20%, or ±25%. As the volume (V) was oscillated in a sinusoidal manner, the interfacial area (A) and surface tension (γ) were recorded continuously, and the phase angle (φ) between compression and expansion was computed. The interfacial elasticity modulus (e) was derived (e = dγ/d ln A). The elasticity real part (e’) and the elasticity imaginary part (e”) were obtained (e’ = |e| cos φ, e” = |e| sin φ) (33, 34).

**Elasticity as a function of surface pressure**

To calculate the elasticity modulus as a function of surface pressure generated by the peptide monolayer at the surface, continuous oscillations were carried out 10 s after an oil drop was formed in the peptide solution. Allowing 10 s to form the drop permitted the system to stabilize, and then the volume was oscillated by approximately ±12% or ±25% at different periods continuously until the mean interfacial tension approached equilibrium. This gave a continuous measurement of the mean surface tension (and surface pressure), e, e’, e”, and φ. The surface tension of the interface without peptide (γ₀) minus the surface tension of the interface with peptide (γpeptide) is the surface pressure (Π), i.e., Π = γ₀ − γpeptide.

**RESULTS**

The adsorption of P12 and P27 to DD/W and TO/W interfaces

Figure 2 shows typical sets of curves illustrating the effect of concentration on the adsorption isotherms of P12 and P27 at the DD/W interface (A, B) and the TO/W interface (C, D). When no peptide is on the surface, the interfacial tension is ~52 mN/m at the DD/W interface and ~32 mN/m at the TO/W interface. Peptide P12 on DD/W (Fig. 2A) decreases the interfacial tension at its highest concentration (curve e) to ~20 mN/m in 1,500 s. In the most dilute concentration (curve a), there is considerable noise at the beginning of the experiment (first 100 s) and only a small change in the interfacial tension for some 300 s. This initial slow-change interfacial tension is called the “lag phase” and is probably related to the peptide adsorbing to the interface but at inadequate concentrations to change surface tension significantly. As the bulk concentration increases (curve b), the lag period shortens, and it virtually disappears at higher concentrations (curves d, e). The region of the curve where there is the most rapid change in interfacial tension with time (dγ/dt) is related to the peptide saturating the surface and producing peptide/peptide contact. This most rapid change in the curve (dγ/dt) is estimated from a line drawn through the most rapidly descending part of each curve and is directly dependent on the concentration (Fig. 2A, inset). This probably indicates that the rate of peptide saturation of the surface is proportional to the peptide concentration. As the surface saturates, the surface tension begins to decrease much more slowly and moves toward an equilibrium value. Because the surface pressure (Π) produced is equal to the surface tension of the interface without peptide (γ = 52 mN/m) minus the final surface tension near equilibrium (γpeptide = 20 mN/m), then P12 develops at least 32 mN/m pressure at the highest concentration studied by 1,500 s. On the DD/W interface, the longer peptide P27 shows similar behavior, but at a lower concentration. The maximum decrease of the interfacial tension for P27 occurs at 6.6 × 10⁻⁶ M
rather than at $1 \times 10^{-5}$ M for P12. Furthermore, the surface tension at the highest concentration of P27 decreases to $\sim 13$ mN/m, somewhat lower than that for P12. This corresponds to P27 producing a surface pressure (II) of at least 39 mN/m.

Figure 2C, D show the adsorption isotherms of P12 and P27, respectively, at the TO/W interface. Both peptides show an appreciable lag phase at the lowest concentration, which decreases as the concentration increases. Also, the slope of the steep part of the curve ($dy/dt$) is concentration dependent (inset), similar to the peptides on the DD/W interface. The interfacial tension tends toward equilibrium more quickly at high concentrations than at low concentrations. After 1,000 s, the longer peptide P27 decreases the interfacial tension to $\sim 12$ mN/m, whereas P12 decreases it to $\sim 14$ mN/m. Thus, both peptides decrease the interfacial tension of triolein in a concentration- and time-dependent manner. Both peptides also decrease $\gamma$ in a time-dependent manner at the A/W interface (data not shown). On the A/W interface, P12 was studied at concentrations between $2.4 \times 10^{-7}$ M and $1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ M. At the highest concentration, P12 decreases $\gamma$ to $\sim 37$ mN/m. P27 decreases $\gamma$ to $\sim 38$ mN/m at $8.9 \times 10^{-6}$ M.

**Estimation of the surface area at saturation of P12 and P27 using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation**

The Gibbs equation can be used to estimate the area of small molecules adsorbed to a surface. However, it is not
generally valid for use with proteins because of several problems, including conformational changes or denaturation at the interface, irreversible adsorption, or the formation of multilayer. Because these peptides are relatively small and have well-defined hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces (Fig. 1) and are in the β conformation in solution, we reasoned that they would adsorb to the interface in the β conformation with the hydrophilic side in the oil and the hydrophobic side in the water. We therefore used the Gibbs equation to attempt to estimate the concentration of the peptide at the interface. The values obtained appear to validate the use of the Gibbs equation for these small peptides. The equilibrium values (γ) for each peptide concentration were plotted against the natural log (ln) of the aqueous peptide concentration in Table 1. The slope dγ/d ln Ε was used to calculate the excess surface concentration (Γ) at the interface using the equation

\[ Γ = -\frac{1}{RT}(dγ/d ln Ε) \]

The estimated surface concentration and area per molecule (Å²) are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfaces</th>
<th>Equation of the Fit Line</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Γ</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Area/Amino Acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P27 DD/W</td>
<td>Y = -1.5535X - 4.256</td>
<td>0.9264</td>
<td>6.2 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 TO/W</td>
<td>Y = -1.4983X - 4.752</td>
<td>0.9076</td>
<td>5.9 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 DD/W</td>
<td>Y = -2.8816X - 12.943</td>
<td>0.9674</td>
<td>1.2 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 TO/W</td>
<td>Y = -2.3929X - 12.326</td>
<td>0.8744</td>
<td>9.2 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP DD/W*</td>
<td>Y = -0.6696X - 12.904</td>
<td>0.8312</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DD/W, dodecane/water; TO/W, triolein/water.* Data are from ref. (31). CSP, an amphipathic α-helix consensus peptide derived from the water-soluble human apolipoproteins apoA-I, apoA-IV, and apoE with the sequence (PLAELRALRAQLEELRLELG)2-NH₂.

Compression and expansion of the interface

Figure 4 shows examples of compression and expansion of the surface at approximately equilibrium surface tension. Figure 4A shows P27 at 2.33 × 10⁻⁶ M at the DD/W interface. After 3,730 s, the interfacial tension had decreased to near equilibrium at ~12.5 mN/m. The volume was then suddenly decreased from 8 to 6 μl, giving rise to a sudden decrease in the area and a decrease in the interfacial tension to ~9 mN/m. The system is allowed to remain at this volume and area and the surface tension is followed for several minutes. The surface tension does not change, indicating that the peptide is not being desorbed from the surface, even though the pressure has increased by more than 4 mN/m. After several minutes with no change in the surface tension, the volume is increased to ~10 μl, causing an immediate increase in the area and a corresponding rapid increase in the interfacial tension. Because new surface is created by the expansion, new molecules from the aqueous solution adsorb to the surface and the interfacial tension rapidly decreases and gradually moves toward an equilibrium value. An example of P12 spread at a triolein drop is shown in Fig. 4B using a similar protocol. After 2,270 s, the interfacial tension approaches an equilibrium value of ~12 mN/m, and the volume suddenly decreases from ~10 to ~8 μl, a decrease of 20%. The area correspondingly decreases and the interfacial tension decreases abruptly to ~4 mN/m. Virtually no change occurs in the interfacial tension over the next few minutes, indicating that even at this low surface tension (or high surface pressure) P12 is not being expelled from the surface. The volume is then increased to ~12 μl, causing an abrupt increase in the area and interfacial tension. This increase in area produces new sur-
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**Fig. 3.** Equilibrium interfacial tension (γ) of DD/W and TO/W interfaces with P12 or P27 plotted against the natural log (ln) molar concentration of peptides in the aqueous phase. Each point is a separate measurement. Several measurements were carried out at each peptide concentration. The equations for the lines, the estimated surface concentration (Γ), and area per molecule peptide are listed in Table 1.
Elastic behavior of the peptides at equilibrium
surface tension

After the peptide was spread at the interface, it was allowed to approach equilibrium, as indicated in Fig. 2, and then the drop volume was oscillated in a standard protocol (31) varying the oscillation period between 8 and 12 s. In special cases, oscillations were carried out for longer periods, up to 128 s. The volume was oscillated at ±12.5%, ±20%, or ±25% and the data were analyzed for changes in volume (V), area (A), and interfacial tension (γ). A typical experiment for P27 (2.3 × 10⁻⁶ M) on the DD/W interface is shown in Fig. 5A; an 8 μl dodecane drop was oscillated ±2 μl at a period of 10 s. In Fig. 5B, a 10 μl triolein drop with P12 was oscillated ±2 μl at a period of 12 s. In both examples, the V, A, and γ changed virtually in phase. From the simultaneous change in A and γ, the following parameters were calculated: the surface viscoelastic modulus (ε = dγ/d ln A), the phase angle (ϕ) in degrees between compression and expansion, the elastic or “real” component of the modulus (ε′), and the imaginary viscous component of the modulus (ε″). The imaginary component is reflected in the phase difference between the stress (dγ) and the strain (d ln A). If the phase angle

over a period of several minutes. Further compression often causes the drop to detach. From compressions on the DD/W interface up to 44–45 mN/m (γ = 8–7 mN/m), we estimate the ΠMAX to be >42 mN/m for P12 and >43 mN/m for P27. At the TO/W interface, ΠMAX was estimated to be at least 27 and 25 mN/m for P12 and P27, respectively (Table 2). For comparison, compression and expansion experiments of P27 at the A/W interface were carried out as well. P27 at the A/W interface appeared to desorb above a pressure of 33 mN/m (data not shown). These values are compared with a CSP derived from exchangeable apolipoproteins apoA-I, apoA-II, and apoE (31) in Table 2. The ΠMAX for CSP is at least 10 mN/m lower than P12 and P27 on all surfaces. These studies indicate that the compression of P12 and P27 by up to 25% on the DD/W or TO/W interface is not adequate to desorb those peptides from the interface. This means that if the starting area of both peptides at equilibrium was ~15 Å² per amino acid, it could be compressed to almost 11 Å² per amino acid without detaching the peptide from the interface. However, when the interface is expanded above the equilibrium value, new peptide can adsorb to the new space formed at the interface and decrease the surface tension back toward an equilibrium value.

### Table 2. Maximum pressure ΠMAX of different peptides at varied interfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfaces</th>
<th>CSP</th>
<th>P27</th>
<th>P12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/W</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>~33</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD/W</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>&gt;43</td>
<td>&gt;42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO/W</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
<td>&gt;27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values shown are mN/m. A/W, air/water; N/A, not applicable.

*Data are from ref. (31).

Unpublished data.

---

Fig. 4. Examples of changes in interfacial tension (γ) under compression and expansion of the interfaces. A: An 8 μl dodecane drop in an aqueous phase containing 2.3 × 10⁻⁶ M P27 was compressed and expanded by ~25% (±2 μl). B: A 10 μl triolein drop in an aqueous phase containing 4.8 × 10⁻⁶ M P12 was compressed and expanded by ~20% (±2 μl). In both cases, after compression, γ decreased immediately but did not change during the ~5 min period while the decreased volume was kept constant. After expansion of the interfaces, γ increased accordingly and moved back to equilibrium values, because peptides in the aqueous phase adsorbed onto the new interfacial space generated by expanding the interface. All experiments were carried out at 25 ± 0.1°C in pure water.

---

face to which P12 can adsorb, decreasing γ rapidly at first and then more slowly toward an equilibrium.

In other compression and expansion experiments, both peptides were spread at both DD/W and TO/W interfaces under different conditions. We found that increasing the pressure by up to 8 mN/m above equilibrium pressure failed to detach the peptide from the interface.
approaches zero, then the surfaces can be considered completely elastic and the elastic modulus $\varepsilon$ is equal to $\varepsilon'$.

The calculated elasticity parameters of several experiments are presented in Table 3. For P27 on the DD/W interface, the mean surface tension $\gamma$ (the tension averaged over the oscillation period) decreases from $\approx16$ to 1 mN/m as the concentrations decrease; these values are close to the equilibrium interfacial tension for given concentrations. The phase angle $\phi$ in some of these experiments is either negative, which is an artifact of the system, or very minor (not significantly different from zero), indicating that P27 on the DD/W interface is purely elastic.

P27 on the TO/W interface, P12 on the DD/W interface, and P12 on the TO/W interface are also almost purely elastic, because the $\phi$ is always less than 8°. Thus, most of the energy that is put in to compress the surface is regained when the surface is expanded. The elastic modulus $\varepsilon$ is $\approx50$ mN/m for P27 and somewhat higher for P12.

Similar experiments with P27 at the A/W interface also show nearly purely elastic behavior, because the phase angle $\phi$ is 8° or less (Table 3).

### Elastic behavior as a function of surface pressure

Continuous oscillation starting a few seconds after forming a drop allows a continuous plot of $\gamma$, $V$, and $A$ with time, from which the phase angle, $\phi$, and the elastic modulus, $\varepsilon$, can be calculated as a function of time. After forming an oil drop in a peptide solution, the drop is allowed to stabilize for 10 s and then a continuous oscillation is begun as the surface tension gradually decreases toward an equilibrium value. This allows a plot of the modulus, $\varepsilon$, versus the surface pressure ($\Pi = \gamma - \gamma_{\text{peptide}}$). Examples of P27 at the DD/W interface are shown in Fig. 6. At very low $\Pi$ (<12 mN/m), the modulus increase in a linear manner with the slope is $\approx2$ mN/m. This is consistent with an ideal surface of dispersed peptide with little or no peptide-peptide interaction. At $\Pi$ from $\approx15$ mN/m up to $\approx22$ mN/m, the slope of the line gave a greater increase in $\varepsilon/\Pi$ ratio, indicating molecule-molecule interaction at the interface. Above 25 mN/m, the modulus plateaus and then decreases slightly at very high pressures, indicating a maximum $\varepsilon$ beyond this $\Pi$. Finally, over a wide range of pressure, the surface retains its elasticity, because $\phi$ does

---

**Fig. 5.** Examples of oscillations around equilibrium interfacial tension of P12 and P27 at the DD/W or TO/W interface. A: An 8 μl dodecane drop in an aqueous phase containing 2.5 × 10⁻⁶ M P27 was oscillated at 8 ± 2 μl at 10 s. B: A 10 μl triolein drop in an aqueous phase containing 4.8 × 10⁻⁶ M P12 was oscillated at 10 ± 2 μl at 12 s.

---

**Table 3. Dynamic interfacial properties of P27 and P12 at different interfaces**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interfaces</th>
<th>Peptide Concentration</th>
<th>$\Delta V / V$</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Mean $\gamma$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P27 at DD/W</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^{-7}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>76.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at DD/W</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at DD/W</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at DD/W</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at TO/W</td>
<td>$4.7 \times 10^{-6a}$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>45.1 ± 3.6</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>45.0 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 at DD/W</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-6b}$</td>
<td>20~25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>51.8 ± 4.6</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>51.7 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 at TO/W</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-6c}$</td>
<td>20~25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>81.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>139.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>139.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>131.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>131.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>122.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>106.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>106.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27 at A/W</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All oscillation experiments were carried out in pure water or pH 7.4 phosphate buffer (2 mM) at 25 ± 0.1°C. $V$, initial drop volume; $\Delta V$, oscillation amplitude; mean $\gamma$, mean interfacial tension of equilibrium oscillation; $\varepsilon$, viscoelastic modulus; $\phi$, viscous phase angle, a phase difference between $d\gamma$ and $dA$; $\varepsilon'$, elastic component, the real part of $\varepsilon$.

1. Average of three measurements with the same $V$ and $\Delta V$ and very similar periods (12 and 14 s).
2. Average of three measurements with the same $\Delta V$ and period and very close $V$ (10 and 8 μl).
3. Average of two measurements with the same $V$, $\Delta V$, and period.
4. Average of two measurements with the same $\Delta V$ and period and very close $V$ (10 and 8 μl).
not exceed 10° (data not shown). Similar data were obtained at the A/W interface for P27 (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

ApoB has been divided into five super domains of putative secondary structure (3, 13, 14). The first domain is made up of α and β structures comprising the first 20.5% of apoB and is a necessary component for the secretion of apoB (3, 15–17). It has high homology to lipovitellin (18–20) but binds very little lipid and is secreted in essentially lipid-free form. The second domain is made up largely of putative amphipathic β sheets (22), and it is within this domain that lipid is recruited and a nascent lipoprotein with a TAG core is assembled (4–8, 12). Analysis of the sequence between apoB-21 and apoB-41 detects 41 AβSs of 11–15 amino acids in length (22). We have aligned these strands and computed a consensus sequence of AβS of 12 amino acids (P12) as being one of several possible consensus sequences for this entire region. It is also a consensus sequence for the region between apoB-32 and apoB-41 (Fig. 1), which seems to recruit TAG when there is very low expression of MTP (7); that is, the secondary structure seems to be the main driving force for TAG recruitment.

A consensus peptide common to strands in apoB-32 to apoB-41 and in apoB-21 to apoB-41, P12 (LSLSLNADLRLK), was synthesized and purified. Furthermore, a dimer of P12 linked together with a β turn, NGN, to produce a putative amphipathic two β-stranded sheet was synthesized, and these two peptides were studied at DD/W, TO/W, and A/W interfaces using an interfacial tensiometer (30), which allows interfacial tension to be analyzed with time and the surface to be compressed or expanded by changing the volume and to be oscillated to examine the elastic properties of the peptides adsorbed at the interface (31). Both peptides appear to occupy ~11–15 Å² per amino acid at saturation. We have shown that both P12 (AβS) and P27 (putative amphipathic sheet) adsorb to these interfaces in a time- and concentration-dependent manner. They decrease the interfacial tension to a marked degree and form a stable interface. These peptides are extremely difficult to displace from the dodecane and triolein interfaces, even at high surface pressure. This may indicate extensive H-bonding between strands. This behavior contrasts to the 44 amino acid amphipathic α helix peptide modeled after a consensus sequence of type A α helices derived from apoA-I, apoA-II, and apoE called CSP, which we reported earlier (31). CSP also decreases γ of the A/W and oil/water interfaces (31), but under identical conditions its effect is less. For instance, at the DD/W interface and a concentration of 1.1–1.2 × 10⁻⁶ M, CSP produces a pressure of 29 mN/m at 20 min, whereas P27 produces a pressure of 35 mN/m. Furthermore, CSP is displaced above a certain pressure called H_MAX into the aqueous medium, whereas P12 and P27 are not (Table 2). The β strand (P12) and β sheet (P27) peptides show nearly pure elastic behavior at the interface and can be compressed by up to 25% while still retaining their elasticity without desorbing from the interface. On the other hand, the amphipathic α helical peptide (CSP) only shows elastic behavior when compressed rapidly to a limited degree (~6%). When CSP is compressed to a greater extent (i.e., 25%), it is forced off the interface into the aqueous phase, which leads to its viscoelastic behavior at the interface (31).

The adsorption of P12 and P27 to the hydrocarbon surface (dodecane) is a thermodynamically highly favorable process. If we assume that the area of each amino acid at the interface at saturation is ~12 Å² (Table 1), because every other residue points 180° in the opposite direction, then each amino acid on the hydrophobic side covers 24 Å² of hydrophobic surface. The change in interfacial free energy when peptide adsorbs to the interface is derived from the difference in γ of the pure hydrocarbon/water interface (52 mN/m) and with peptide adsorbed. Because P12 reduces γ to ~14 mN/m, Δγ = −38 mN/m. Therefore, each mole of hydrophobic amino acid occupying 24 Å² per molecule reduces the ΔG_W→O by 1.31 kcal, that is, ΔΔG_W→O = −1.31 kcal/mol hydrophobic residue.

Therefore, by covering the hydrocarbon surface with peptide, the free energy of that surface is reduced. Furthermore, P12 and P27 are soluble and probably monomeric in the low concentrations used in this study. In solution, the hydrophobic amino acids are exposed to water. When they bind to dodecane, they are transferred to the hydrocarbon surface, again a favorable process. The mean change in free energy on transferring the five leucines and one alanine from water to oil, using the standard GES scale (28, 29), is −2.43 kcal/mol hydrophobic amino acid. In sum, the binding of peptides to hydrocarbon is energetically highly favorable, yielding a reduction of −1.31 + −2.43 = −3.74 kcal/mol hydrophobic amino acid if each hydrophobic amino acid covers 24 Å² per molecule.

A number of studies on synthetic model AβS peptides with alternating hydrophobic and charged residues have been carried out at the A/W or 0.1 M KCl interface, and the peptides were shown to lie flat on the surface (35, 36).
The synthetic peptide poly(leu-lys)$_n$, abbreviated here (LK)$_n$, where $n$ was 8 or 10, was studied at 0.1 M KCl at pH \(\sim 5.6\) by Régine, Lelièvre, and Brack (35). The spreading pressure $\Pi_5$ measured by placing a small amount of the dry peptide powder on the 0.1 M KCl interface produced \(\sim 21-26\) mN/m pressure. However, when spread from a 9:1 HFIP/water solution on the 0.1 M KCl interface on a Langmuir trough, the peptides could be compressed to 47 mN/m without collapsing, indicating a large region of metastable interface between 26 and 47 mN/m. The minimal area at liftoff (i.e., extrapolated to 0 pressure) for (LK)$_{10}$ was \(\sim 21\) Å$^2$ per residue, and that at the collapse was \(\sim 15\) Å$^2$ per residue, indicating that they were lying flat on the surface up to collapse. The peptide showed low compressibility but could be compressed by \(\sim 25\)% before collapse. The slightly large area at liftoff may reflect the fact that the lysines are ionized at pH 5.6; therefore, charge repulsion might expand the area. When (LK)$_8$ was placed in the aqueous phase, the interfacial II gradually increased with time, as it absorbed to the surface to a value similar to the spreading pressure. The highest concentration of (LK)$_8$ used in the absorption studies (1.4 \times 10^{-5} M) produced a surface pressure of \(\sim 30\) mN/m. This compares to P12, which produces a II of 35 mN/m at a similar concentration. Castano, Desbat, and Dufourcq (36) studied idealized amphipathic $\beta$ sheet peptides (LK)$_n$K ($n$ = 4–7) labeled at the N terminus with a fluorescent dansyl probe. All peptides were monomeric at 2 μM. Peptides were spread on a Langmuir balance on 0.13 M NaCl buffered to pH 7.5 at 20–25°C. Using the polarization-modulated-infrared-reflection-absorption spectroscopy technique, they deduced that at a pressure of \(\sim 20\) mN/m the peptides lay flat on the surface and form anti-parallel $\beta$ sheets. They state that “the flat orientation is also lateral pressure independent.”

Rapaport et al. (37) used grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) to study the two-dimensional structure of model amphipathic $\beta$ sheet peptides at the A/W interface. They first studied the $\beta$ sheet-forming peptide [(ala-gly)$_3$ glu-gly]$_{36}$ at the interface and after compression used GIXD to record diffractions. This peptide showed a very weak 4.7 Å spacing at the interface, indicating some $\beta$ sheet formation at the interface. The 4.7 Å spacing is the spacing between the hydrogen-bonded $\beta$ strands. In a clever design of a peptide to prevent random hydrogen bond formation between different strands, they blocked the ends of the peptide with prolines. The peptide pro-glu (phe-glu)$_4$ pro, when compressed on an acid (pH < 5) interface, has a liftoff area of \(\sim 15\) Å$^2$ per amino acid and an area of \(\sim 12.5\) Å$^2$ per amino acid at monolayer collapse (30 mN/m). GIXD showed a two-dimensional crystal of \(\sim 460 \times 430\) Å$^2$ on the interface at low pressure. The two-dimensional lattice of this interesting peptide was $a = 4.7$ Å$^2$ (distance between H-bonded chain) and $b = 37.4$ Å (chain length). This indicates that \(\sim 90\) strands lie parallel and in register from one of two-dimensional axes and \(\sim 12\) peptides lie in register end to end. The film thickness was estimated at 8 Å, a reasonable thickness for this A8S lying flat on the surface. The activated total reflectance infrared spectrum of the same system indicated an anti-parallel sheet. The area per amino acid in the two-dimensional crystal lattice consisting of 11 amino acids has a surface area parallel to the interface of \(\sim 176\) Å$^2$, to give each amino acid \(\sim 16\) Å$^2$. The peptide spread between pH 4 and 5.3 was quite stable and gave similar data; however, when the peptide was spread at pH 7 or above, it disappeared from the interface and went into solution. This indicates that the glutamic acid must be nonionized for these two-dimensional $\beta$ sheets to form. The authors propose hydrogen bonding lattice of the glutamic acids between the individual sheets. Most interestingly, when the surface pressure isotherms were obtained for this peptide at pH 4, the limiting area at liftoff pressure (zero pressure) was \(\sim 15\) Å$^2$ per amino acid and could be compressed up to \(\sim 30\) mN/m, at which point it collapsed. At 30 mN/m, the area is estimated at \(\sim 12.5\) Å$^2$ per amino

\[
\text{Fig. 7. A schematic model for the surface behavior of amphipathic } \alpha \text{ helix [consensus sequence peptide (CSP)] and A8Ss on hydrophobic interfaces. After the interface reached an equilibrium } \gamma, \text{ it was saturated with peptides (left side). When the interface was compressed, CSP was ejected from the interface into the aqueous phase, whereas A8Ss (P12 and P27) stayed on the interface without being pushed off. The area of A8Ss could be reduced by up to 25\% and still retain its elastic behavior.}
\]
These peptides occupy areas at saturation of that are responsible for recruiting TAG in the interface. Rather a consensus peptide derived from the sequences the air and peptide chain being parallel to the interface.ing in the aqueous phase and the hydrophobic residues in the air and peptide chain being parallel to the interface.

Our peptide is not an idealized amphipathic strand but rather a consensus peptide derived from the sequences that are responsible for recruiting TAG in the interface. These peptides occupy areas at saturation of ~12–15 Å² per amino acid, but they can be compressed by ~25% without being extruded (collapsed) out of the surface. They also exhibit an extraordinarily almost complete elastic and are able, like a spring, to be compressed and expand elastically. Furthermore, when compressed to high pressures (>42 mN/m), they are not forced off the surface. Thus, these kinds of amphipathic strands and sheets form two-dimensional crystals at the A/W interface can form two-dimensional crystals at the A/W interface that this peptide can be compressed ~20% before collapsing is somewhat similar to the decrease in area on compression of P12 and P27 in the present study. Using a similar amphipathic motif, Rapaport et al. (38) placed two proline turns into a 30 amino acid tri-stranded peptide. The liftoff area near zero pressure was ~460 Å² or 15.3 Å per amino acid, and estimated unit cell from the GIXD indicated an area of ~500 Å² and ~16.7 Å² per amino acid. Thus, both appropriately engineered strands and sheets can form two-dimensional crystals at the A/W interface and the hydrophobic residues in the air and peptide chain being parallel to the interface.
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